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Introduction
A wheel alignment servicewheel alignment service on your car is always recommended by your car mechanic, and it's a good idea to do so every six months – or

immediately if you've struck anything that might have caused harm.

What exactly is the wheel alignment?What exactly is the wheel alignment?

Wheel AlignmentWheel Alignment is an important suspension-tuning tool that affects the operation of vehicle's tyres. Wheel alignment is important to your

safety while you drive on the road, read the following points why you should maintain the proper wheel alignment.

1)      Increase the Life of your Tyres1)      Increase the Life of your Tyres

Your tyres will wear unevenly if your car is out of alignment. Maintaining your car's alignment services will help your tyres last longer, drive

safely, and save you money by preventing you from having to repair them before their time.

2)     Better Fuel Ef ciency2)     Better Fuel Ef ciency

Now fuel is not cheap. Car owner are looking for ways to get better mileage and save a few buck at the pump. Rolling resistance is reduced by

proper wheel alignment to ensure that vehicle will not need much fuel to get moving. As result correct alignment help you save money on gas.

3)     Increased Vehicle Safety3)     Increased Vehicle Safety

The vehicle’s suspension system is linked to its wheel alignment.  If you go over a pothole or drive over a bump in the road, vehicle steering

and suspension system takes a hit if your tyres aren't properly balanced. This can have an effect on the car's overall system, making it

dangerous to drive.

When you maintain your car on regular basis then expensive repairs might be avoided. When you bring your vehicle in for routine

maintenance, at AME Auto Mechanic in Canning ValeMechanic in Canning Vale, Perth will ensure that your wheels are properly aligned.

Trust the team at AME Automotive when you need wheel alignment or wheels realigned!Trust the team at AME Automotive when you need wheel alignment or wheels realigned!

For the last 30 years at AME AutoAME Auto, it’s been our mission here to build a happy drive by giving genuine, honest, and knowledgeable car repair

services in Canning Vale, Perth.

Don’t spend money on a new set of tyres, come and see us for honest advice. Book hereBook here!
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